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SIGN UP TODAY!

V I S I T  N O W

DO YOU WANT
TO BECOME A
MODEL?
Are you an aspiring or professional model
looking for a platform to take your
modeling career to next level, be seen by
top brands and get steady jobs?

MANAGE YOUR PORTFLIO
Simply sign up through our portal,
pay subscription fee and create a
portfolio that includes your stats,
photos and contact. With your login
data, you can access & edit your
model portfolio from any place, at
any time!

EARN MONEY AS A MODEL
As a model, you can be booked by
a clients and earn money
modeling. In contrast to traditional
modeling agencies, we do not
charge an agency commission!

BE PART OF A COMMUNITY
Be part of our model community
and become a model - irrespective
of looks and ideal dimensions!
Naturalness and charisma are in
high demand!

RECEIVE SUPPORT
Our expert support team will do
its best to help you with any
questions you may have on your
way to becoming a model!

FEATURES

Premium Models App is a digital
portfolio and booking platform where
models can create a professional
portfolio and be seen by top brands and
clients looking for models for their jobs.

Know what it does. Just in case.

www.premiummodelsapp.com

FOR MORE ENQUIRIES

premiummodelsapp@gmail.com

www.premiummodelsapp.com

+2347062445649

@premiummodelsapp
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THE
FOURWALL
K I D  M A G A Z I N E

The magazine is focused on helping kid and teen models
to create awareness and attract attention. Child
modeling work can be a rewarding experience for
children and parents. Whilst we all think our own
children are cute and adorable, kids of all ages, shapes
and sizes are required for modelling work. Our medium
helps to market them to those who are always looking
for children, both boys and girls to model for them.

2023

F ourwall Kid Magazine is an international
digital magazine for kids and teens aim to
showcase and promote them globally.
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ABOUT LITTLE QUEEN
OF DELTA

The little Queen of Delta kids beauty pageant is an amazing innovation Centered to
celebrate the girl child. LQOD kids pageant is set aside to elevate the kids bringing her to
the top where she can unleash her potentials, using her modeling skills as a tool to
impact her world positively, carrying out humanitarian activities and building her self
confidence for future opportunities. Little queen of delta kids pageant isn’t just for Deltan
but for everyone so long you reside in part of delta state.

This vision of giving Kid’s a room is a mandate under the Registered brand of AMAZING
SCHOOL OF PERFORMING ARTS WARRI DELTA STATE NIGERIA with the aim to redefine and
nurture the talents of the girl child.

Modeling for kids is a great opportunity to this generation because it’s contributes in
making a total child.

 Here some important benefits of being a Participant of this Great platform (Little Queen
of Delta pageant)

- Helping girls build self-confidence and self-esteem
- Encouraging girls to develop social skills
- Providing girls with an opportunity to showcase their talents
- Providing scholarships and other financial rewards
- Helping girls make new friends and form connections.
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INTERVIEW WITH QUEEN
EZEAGU KAMSI VIVIAN -
LITTLE QUEEN OF DELTA
2023

COVER STORY
WHAT WAS THE BIGGEST
CHALLENGE COMPETING IN THIS
PAGEANT? 

My biggest challenge was
other competitors they were
just Amazing and good at what
they do, but I was fearless and
more courageous and I won.

Thanks to this great platform
and those that supported me.

TELL US ABOUT YOURSELF?

My name is Ezeagu Kamsi Vivian. I am 10 years
old. I am from Orumba North LGA of Anambra
state. I am a student of Holy Mary Academy
Asaba delta state Nigeria.

HOW DO YOU FEEL EMERGING LITTLE QUEEN OF
DELTA?

I’m completely overwhelmed because this is
indeed a dream come through.

WHAT DO YOU THINK THAT STOOD
YOU OUT FROM OTHER
CONTESTANTS?

Although each of the contestants
are amazing in their own way,
what stood me out was my
tenacity and self confidence.

DID YOU MAKE FRIENDS WITH
OTHER CONTESTANTS, HOW WAS
THE BONDING?

I am a very jovial person who
always stand out anywhere, the
contest wasn’t exception, I made
friends with each of the
contestants and that is why I
emerged the MISS AMITY.

WHAT INSPIRED YOU TO PURSUE A
CAREER AS A MODEL?

I have always dreamt of been a
Queen one day , so when I saw the
advert of LQOD pageant I knew
that this was my chance to shine.
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F O U R W A L L  K I D  M A G A Z I N E  

HOW DID YOUR JOURNEY BEGIN AS A
MODEL?

It started the day I was scrolling
through Facebook feeds and saw the
advert of the LQOD pageantry. I picked
interest immediately because I’ve
always wanted to be a world class
model. So I pleaded with my mom to
register me and she obliged. From that
day, I gave myself a task to bring home
that crown, and I did.

NOW YOU HAVE BEEN CROWNED LITTLE
QUEEN OF DELTA, WHAT IS NEXT FOR
YOU? 

I want to be up and doing, I want to use
this crown as an opportunity to explore
new things and reach out to the poor
and less privileged around.

“I have always dreamt of been a Queen one day ,
so when I saw the advert of LQOD pageant I
knew that this was my chance to shine.”

WHAT PET PROJECT DO YOU HAVE IN MIND TO
EMBARK ON?
 
Feed the poor people around me who are not as
opportune as me.

HOW HAS WINNING THIS PAGEANT CHANGED
YOUR LIFE?

In so many ways... I’m a new me now, gaining the
title as HRM and seeing people loved and cheer
me up.
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F O U R W A L L  M A G A Z I N E @ f o u r w a l l m a g09

WHO IS YOUR ROLE MODEL IN
MODELING? 

My role model is Little Queen peace
Diaware the winner of little miss
Amazing Nigeria kids pageant 2022.

WHAT BRANDS HAVE YOU WORKED
WITH? 

I have worked with so many movie
brand as a child actress but
AMAZING SCHOOL OF PERFORMING
ARTS is the first modeling agency I’m
working with now.

HAS MODELING AFFECTED YOU IN
YOUR STUDIES?

Not at all, as a matter of fact, I am
still the best student in my class.

ASIDE MODELING, WHAT OTHER
PROFESSION WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PURSUE?

Aside modeling, I am a Nollywood
actress. And I still don’t mind
venturing into anything that can
make me showcase myself to the
world.

CAN YOU TRAVEL OUTSIDE YOUR
COMFORT ZONE FOR MODELING
JOBS?

Yes

WHICH BRANDS ARE YOU LOOKING
FORWARD TO WORKING WITH?

I’m looking-forward working with one
of the most innovative brands in the
world .

WHERE DO YOU SEE YOURSELF IN THE
NEXT 10 YEARS?

I see myself winning and gracing
international stages and
maintaining my status in Education
because they say education is the
key to success. Thanks



Teen models are used to advertise products and services, from the latest fashion
trends to promotional educational material.

They may appear in magazines or on websites, in advertising campaigns, on
billboards or in TV commercials. In short, if a teenager would buy/be interested
in a product or service, agencies will need to find a teen model to show it off!

Teen modelling can be a great way to get a taster of modelling on a smaller
scale before pursuing it as a full time career. Teen modelling can be a lot of fun
as well as a way of building up confidence and gaining experience of the world
of work.

WHAT DO TEEN
MODELS
ACTUALLY DO?



INTERVIEWINTERVIEW
WITH OROHWITH OROH
OREVAOGHENEOREVAOGHENE

TELL US ABOUT YOURSELF?

I am Oroh Orevaoghene, i am in grade 7
at Haven point high school Asaba, i am
10 years old, i am from Isoko North local
govt area in Delta state Nigeria.

HOW DOES IT FEEL EMERGING LITTLE
QUEEN OF DELTA SOUTH SOUTH?

When i was emerged as little Queen of
Delta South South, i felt excited.

HOW WAS YOUR BONDING WITH
OTHER CONTESTANTS?

How i was bond with other contestants
was so fun and it made me to have new
experience and friends.

WHAT IS THE NEXT STEP FOR YOU?

My next step is to rebrand myself.

WHAT MADE YOU PICK INTEREST INN
MODELING?

I picked interest in modeling because i
love and have passion on it.

HOW LONG HAVE I BEEN IN
MODELING?

Well, this is my first time.

HOW WAS THE EXPEREINCE
CONTESTING ON THE PAGEANT?

Been my first time of experience, it was
actually challenging, stressful for me and my
Mum and it was still fun to an extend but as
they said nothing good comes easy.

WHICH BRAND ARE YOU LOOKING
FORWARD TO WORK WITH?

well, i am looking forward to little Miss
universe.

WHO IS MY ROLE MODEL?

My role model is my Mother.

LITTLE QUEEN OF DELTA SOUTH SOUTH
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CAN TRAVEL OUTSIDE YOUR
COMFORT ZONE FOR MODELING
JOBS?

No for now due to my academic reason.

WHERE DO YOU SEE YOURSELF IN
THE NEXT 10 YEARS?

By the grace of God, as parents, we will
love to see her in a greater height in 10
years coming.

ANY ADVICE TO KIDS LIKE YOU
ASPIRING TO PURSUE A CAREER IN
MODELING?

My advice to kids out there is to pursue
their dreams in the right way, they are
very important to the society and the
world a large in a positive way.
Thank you.
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Onyiitex Glam is one of the best brand in
Anambra state. we give the best look  

when it comes to top notch make up. When
it comes to services we deliver as its
supposed. These are the services we

render:

Makeup
Bridal hairs

Frontal installation
Ventilating of frontal and closures
We are also the best hair plug ever.

If you want to know more about our brand 
WhatsApp me on 09020522252



We have been in an excellent
position over 4years now and still
maintaining standard in also
providing platforms for the Nigerian
child to explore and gain a social
recognition. Our other services still
includes Ballet Dance classes for kids
and adults, adults Fitness classes,
kids fashion runway , Pageantries
and general contracts. For more
information's please locate us cmc
house behind winner’s church along
Okoukoko Warri, Delta state Nigeria.
Facebook @AMAZING SCHOOL OF
PERFORMING.

ARTS OR CALL US ON - 09035646307
0r 09157648621

AMAZING
SCHOOL
PERFORMING
ARTS NIGERIA

AMAZING SCHOOL OF PERFORMING
ARTS NIGERIA  (REG NO: 3748760)
which has its headquarters in warri
delta state is a registered Dance and
performing arts studio that’s into
training and grooming Kid’s from
2years to 20 and adults who has
personal interest in dance, music,
gymnastics, acrobatic and modeling
with our international curriculum
that’s combines critical thinking and
high personal developmental
approach through learning.      This
establishment is teem to Discover,
groom and nurture the discovered
talents and set above for future
opportunities.  
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INTERVIEWINTERVIEW
WITH STEPHWITH STEPH
NORA OKOYENORA OKOYE

TELL ABOUT YOURSELF?

My name is Steph Nora Okoye, I am a confident and
ambitious young girl, modelling is my passion and
I'm super excited about the opportunities it brings,
I'm focused on my future, planning and working
hard to achieve my goals being the little queen of
Delta top model is a source of pride and inspiration
to me.

HOW DOES IT FEEL EMERGING THE LITTLE QUEEN OF
DELTA TOP MODEL?

Being the little queen of Delta top model feels
absolutely amazing it's like being the ruler of my
own Kingdom, where I can showcase my talent and
make a positive impact, I am always ready to take
on new challenges and push myself outside to
experience more

HOW WAS YOUR BONDING WITH OTHER
CONTESTANTS?

Bonding with the other contestants was such an
incredible experience we found such tight knit
group, supporting and encouraging each other
throughout the competition, we shared laughs,
stories and even helps each other prepare for
different challenges, it was like having a second
family, building connections with other contestants
made the journey even more memorable and
enjoyable

WHAT IS THE NEXT STEP FOR YOU?

The next step for me is to keep honoring my skills,
seeking out new opportunities and networking, with
industry professionals, the future looks bright and
i'm excited to see where it takes me.

WHAT MADE YOU PICK INTEREST IN MODELLING?

I have always been fascinated by the world of
fashion, beauty and self-expression, the idea of
being able to showcase different styles, work with
talented professionals and inspire others through
my presence in front of the camera is...

incredibly exciting, It is a way for me to express
my creativity and confidence. Modelling allows
me to embrace my uniqueness and share it with
the world. It's truly a passion that set my soul on
fire.

HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN MODELING?

It's my first time as a model, I'm just starting out
this exciting journey and I couldn't be more
thrilled. The idea of stepping into the world of
modelling, expressing myself through fashion
and working with talented professionals is
incredibly exhilarating, I can't wait to see where
this part takes me and how I can grow as a
model.

HOW WAS THE EXPERIENCE CONTESTING ON THIS
PAGEANT?

LITTLE QUEEN OF DELTA SOUTH SOUTH
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Being a contestant on this pageant was an incredible experience it was a whirlwind of excitement,
nerves and unforgettable moments, I had the opportunity to meet and connect with other talented
contestants, share our experiences and support each other throughout the competition, it was a
chance to showcase our unique qualities, talents and personalities on a big stage.

WHICH BRAND ARE YOU LOOKING FORWARD TO WORK WITH?

As little queen of Delta top model I am really excited about the possibility of working with a variety
of brands, from high fashion streetwear, I'm open to exploring different opportunities and
collaborating with brands that align with my personality style and value, whether it's a well-
established brand or an up-and-coming designers, I am eager to showcase their creation and
bring their vision to life, I can't wait to see what brands i'll have the chance to work with in the future.

WHO IS YOUR ROLE MODEL?

Well I draw inspiration from a variety of role models firstly, my mother , I admire her strength in her
dream pursuit, while in modelling industries, I admire strong and successful models who has 

paved ways for others, people like MITCHELL
IHEZUE, she is definitely a role model to me, her
achievements as the current Miss universe
Nigeria 2023 inspires me to work hard and make
a positive impact and in the modelling industry
she represents Grace, beauty and confidence,
qualities that are aspired to embody in my own
journey, Mitchell Ihezue is an inspiration to me
and so many others.

WHERE DO YOU SEE YOUR CHILD IN THE NEXT 10
YEARS?

I see my child flourishing in the next 10 years, with
her passion for modelling, determination to excel
and I envision her becoming a renowned and
influential figure in the industry, she will be
grazing magazine covers, prestigious fashion
and collaborating with top designers and her
talent and hard work will take her far and I'm
excited to witness her incredible journey unfold

ANY ADVICE TO THE KIDS LIKE YOU ASPIRING TO
PURSUE A CAREER IN MODELING?

Absolutely! For kids aspiring to pursue a career in
modelling, my advice will be to follow your
passion wholeheartedly, take your time to
develop your skills, practices, poses, and walks,
and to build a strong portfolio, it's also important
to stay true to yourself and embrace your
potentials uniqueness, be confidence and
professional and also maintain a positive
attitude, remember, success in modelling comes
with hard work dedication perseverance and I
know y'all have got this.
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WHAT IS CHILD
MODLEING?

T H E  C O M P L E T E  G U I D E  T O  C H I L D  M O D E L I N G

Child modelling is when your child’s image is used to
promote a commercial product or service either in print or
digital form. It also includes live runway shows and
appearances. In a nutshell, it’s when a company pays for
the privilege of using taking your child’s photos and using
them to promote their brand.

Some parents see it as the ideal stepping stone for a child
interested in a career in the entertainment or fashion
industry while others think of it as a way to save a little
money for their child’s future.

Whichever category you fall into, it’s vital that both you and
your child understand the ins and outs of the industry. So
take some time to read through the information below
before deciding to take any further steps.

Is My Child Suited to the Industry?

This is an incredibly important question that either parents
or teen models must ask themselves because let’s face it;
not everyone is suited to a life in front of the camera.

And believe it or not, we’re not just talking about good looks,
great teeth, and a clear complexion. A child model’s
confidence and attitude can be just as important.

It’s lots of hard work

Some parents and models have told us how surprised they
were to learn that modelling takes so much effort. They
thought they would just roll up to the shoot, take some
photos, and be on their way home in the space of an hour
or two.

This is rarely the case as shoots often involve multiple
wardrobe changes, background changes, and several hair
and makeup sessions. So yes, it can get very tiring.

Rejection can be hard to take

Rejection is something that is unavoidable in this
industry, and it happens a lot. Everything depends on
what the company or photographer are looking out
for, and if a child doesn’t have it, then they won’t get
the gig.

It’s nothing personal but for some children and
parents, the rejection can be hard to take. This is
particularly true for teen models who are much more
involved in the business side of their career.

Both parent and child need to be able to deal with this
and know from the outset that rejection will happen.

Building Your Portfolio

A child model’s portfolio is hugely important to their
chances of success. Without one, the agency cannot
put them forward for work while a poorly
photographed portfolio is just as damaging.

This is why many agencies require that you have a
professionally photographed portfolio. Believe us
when we say that unless you are a professional
photographer, this is not something you want to do by
yourself.

Your agency will often have a few local
photographers that they can recommend while some
may even require you to use a particular studio or
photographer. Don’t be surprised if this sets you back
a few hundred dollars so be prepared to spend.
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Phone: +2347062445649

Child modelling work can be a
rewarding experience for children and
parents. Whilst we all think our own
children are cute and adorable, kids of
all ages, shapes and sizes are required
for modelling work. We have clients
who are always looking for children,
both boys and girls to model for them.

Child models are wanted for a whole
host of different types of child
modelling assignments and jobs from
photographic shoots for catalogues to
TV adverts. Kids are used to promote
products such as toys, kids clothing
ranges, children shoes and so many
others. Whether in magazines or on
television child modelling is a very
competitive area but can be fun for
both you and your child.

If you think your child would be
interested in becoming a model or
they have expressed an interest
themselves, why not take a step for
your child to become child model.

Children who are confident and
outgoing are ideal candidates to
become a child model. On photo
shoots, photographers will direct the
child but they need to be happy to
follow direction and be confident.
Although as a parent you are
constantly on hand to give
reassurance and work as team. Child
modelling is also a great way to earn a
little be extra pocket money.

Instagram: @fourwallkidmag
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THINGS TO
THINK ABOUT
BEFORE A
PHOTOSHOOT
Knowledge is power, so the more you know about a
modelling photoshoot you’ve been hired for, the better.
Below, we’ve outlined a few questions you might want
to ask yourself to help you do your absolute best and
hopefully make that all-important excellent first
impression which could lead to future jobs.

Who Am I Modelling For?

When you get signed to a job, either via your agency
or by freelancing, you will be working for a specific
brand, company, photographer or publication. If you
are signed to a modelling agency, your agency should
be able to give you all the information regarding
relevant parties and any specific requirements. You
may be required to do, prepare or bring certain things
to the shoot. For example, you may be required to
shave your legs, bring certain underwear, or have
clean, unpainted nails.

You should do your own background research regarding
the people you will be working with, as well as the work
they have done previously. Make sure to take a look at the
photographer’s website or portfolio so you know who they
have worked with before. t could be seen as ignorant to
not know the people you are working with. Research will
also help you understand what they may expect from
you, and what sort of looks, poses and styles they have
approved before.

What Does the Brand/Publication Sell or
Promote?

Understanding the brand or publication you will be
working for will help you understand what sort of
modelling you will be doing. If you’re going to be
working with a clothes brand, you may be asked to
do catalogue-style posing that is typically more
casual or candid.

A high-fashion brand will expect more editorial
posing and may require you to wear more unusual
clothing, or perhaps sport a less typical hairstyle.
If you’ve been hired by a holiday company, you
may need to travel and be expected to wear
swimwear and get a spray tan.

If you’re working with a health or beauty brand, the
chances are you’ll be asked to work with a
product.
You get the gist; understanding the brand is to
understand the assignment.

Who Are the Target Audience?

Knowing the brand’s target audience is really
helpful because it helps you gauge what sort of
approach you need to take at the shoot. If you’re
modelling for a brand that sells to an older
generation, desired poses will likely be more
classical and traditional. If you’re modelling for a
brand or photographer whose target audience
includes young people, you will probably be
encouraged to playfully pose to create quirky and
more fun-loving images.

Turning up with no idea of a brand’s target
audience will seem a little unprofessional, so
being one step ahead of the game will ultimately
work in your favor.

What Are the Brand/Photographer’s Goals?

Are you being employed to sell a product, or are
you being employed to show how a product
works? Perhaps the photoshoot is purely
conceptual, so you’re being photographed to get
people thinking rather than buying. Whatever the
reason, it’s good to understand the drive and
motivation behind the shoot so you can act
accordingly. Photoshoots nearly always have an
end goal of making money via sales, but
sometimes they may be to back a certain cause
or raise awareness for something.
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FOR ENQUIRIES

FIND THE RIGHT
MODEL FOR
YOUR JOB

Get connected
Book with ease

If you want an easy online way to find models
for your next project, create your professional
profile, add links to your website and social
media and enter a short bio about yourself or
company. You can also upload some
examples of your work.

Once approved by our team, you can have
access to directly book models via our
model search, or post a job offer on our Job
Marketplace for models to apply and you
choose the right model that fit your criteria
for your project.. .

Go to Find Model, choose any model that fit the
criteria of your project. Click on Book Model on
their portfolio, enter the location, budget, date
of the job and description of the job. After
sending your request, the model will accept or
decline your offer and you will be notified as
soon as the model accepts.

Easy and fast online
registration

Book models for your
jobs directly online

+2347062445649 premiummodelsapp@gmail,com www.premiummodelsapp.com

Wide variety of models
to meet diverse client

needs

https://www.modelmanagement.com/model-images

